
We are glad to provide general train details for your Swiss package.  Trains operating other than the 

special named routes are typically open seating, and you can feel free to board at any time that day. 

 

Day 1:  Before boarding the first train for the day, stop at the station ticket window to have your 

passport checked and validation stamped for the rail pass.  You will only need to do this once at the 

beginning of the package.  Train transfers from Zürich Airport to Luzern run hourly and take 62 

minutes.  Connections from Luzern to Interlaken Ost also run hourly and take just under 2 hours.  Trains 

also run from Geneva Airport to Interlaken every half hour and take just under 3 hours via Bern.  Trains 

from the border can also be done as open seating. 

 

Day 2:  The excursion to the Jungfraujoch takes about 2 hours each way.  The first portion would travel 

from Interlaken Ost to Kleine Scheidegg which runs every half hour and takes 75 minutes with a train 

switch in Lauterbrunnen or Grindelwald.  Continuing service from Kleine Scheidegg to Jungfraujoch 

also runs every half hour and takes 52 minutes.  The return to Interlaken would involve the same 

connections and duration, with the latest departures from the top leaving around 5:30PM. 

 

Day 3:  From Interlaken Ost to Zweisimmen on the Goldenpass route leaves about every 4 hours during 

the day and takes 70 minutes.  Goldenpass service from Zweisimmen to Montreux runs roughly hourly 

and takes 2 hours. 

 

Day 4:  Trains from Montreux to Visp run every half hour and take 75 minutes.  Connecting service 

from Visp to Zermatt also runs every half hour and takes 70 minutes. 

 

Day 5:  Glacier Express seat reservations are confirmed space and you will have a confirmation card to 

present to the conductor.  It will indicate the departure and arrival times, and the duration is just over 8 

hours. 

 

Day 6:  Bernina Express seat reservations are also confirmed space and you will have a confirmation 

card to present to the conductor.  The Bernina train portion travels from St Moritz to Tirano with a 

duration of 2 and ½ hours.  The Bernina bus connection runs from Tirano to Lugano and takes 3 hours, 

with one class of service. 

 

Day 7:  Gotthard Panorama Express involves a few segments which work together.  The first short train 

segment runs from Lugano to Bellinzona, which is open seating and runs hourly, taking 30 minutes.  

The confirmed seating portion begins at Bellinzona by train to Flüelen, you will have a confirmation 

card that indicates space all the way from Bellinzona to Luzern.  On arrival at Flüelen everyone will 

depart the train and continue by ship across the lake to Luzern.  Durations from Bellinzona to Flüelen 

are 2 hour 07 minutes, and from Flüelen to Luzern 2 hours 47 minutes. 

 

Day 8:  Train transfers from Luzern to Zürich city center or airport run every half hour and cover 50 

minutes to the city center station, or 65 minutes to the airport.  Service from Luzern to Geneva Airport 

runs hourly and takes just under 3 hours.  The hotel portion of the package would end with check out 

from the hotel in Luzern, and the rail portion would end at your destination for this travel day.  Trains to 

the border can also be done as open seating. 

 


